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Nuclearization and the External Dimensions of  
South Asian Strategic Stability1 

 
Tariq Mahmud Ashraf2 3 

 
 
Introduction 
In my over three decades of service in the Pakistan military, one phrase that I have 
heard being repeated innumerable times during virtually every military war-game, 
operational paper-exercise and defence policy presentation that I have been involved 
in, is the phrase ‘terminating the war on a favourable note’ being cited as one of 
the objectives of the possible war termination strategies. Despite the fact that I have 
heard this cliché several times, it is only lately that I have come to question its 
applicability in the South Asian realm in the post-nuclearization environment.4 
 
Nuclearization and Strategic Stability in South Asia 
One of the biggest questions plaguing the minds of defence and strategic analysts 
world ever since the South Asian nuclear tests of May 1998 is whether the emergence 
of India and Pakistan as overt nuclear powers on the global scene has enhanced the 
strategic stability of South Asia or has this event further exacerbated the already 
instable situation prevailing in this region. 
 
In military terms, I think this issue could be addressed from two different perspectives 
by attempting to answer the following basic questions:  
 

– Have the chances of a conventional military conflict increased in 
South Asia after nuclearization? 

 

                                                 
1 Tariq Mahmud Ashraf is a retired Air Commodore of the Pakistan Air Force. The views expressed in 
this article are solely those of the author, and do not in any way represent the views of the PSRU, the 
Department of Peace Studies, or the University of Bradford.   
2 Author's Note: Strategic Stability and that too of a region as volatile and unstable as South Asia, is 
indeed a vast subject with both, internal and external dimensions. For the purpose of this paper, 
however, only the external dimensions of Pakistan's security environment have been taken into account 
and not the internal dimensions. 
3 The author retired from the Pakistan Air Force after more than three decades of service as a fighter 
pilot and commissioned officer. He holds a Masters in Defence & Strategic Studies and is pursuing 
another in International Policy and Diplomacy. His undergraduate degrees are in Aeronautics and War 
Studies. He is a distinguished graduate of the Advanced Staff Course from the RAF Staff College in 
UK and the National Defence Course from the Pakistan National Defence College (now renamed as the 
NDU) where he also served on the Faculty for over two years. A regular writer on South Asian 
strategic and defence issues, he has published one book, co-authored a research paper and contributed 
more than 70 articles / research papers to journals of repute in USA, Pakistan, India and Hong Kong. 
His work has been widely cited in academic journals by eminent scholars.  
4 The germs of the theme of this article were sown in my mind after listening to Michael Krepon’s 
lecture on the ‘Stability / Instability Paradox and its applicability to South Asia’ at the Pakistan 
National Defence College in Islamabad. Subsequent work commenced on it after I received a 
suggestion from Brigadier Feroz Hassan Khan of the United States Naval Post Graduate School in 
Monterrey, California to consider contributing a piece for inclusion in a forthcoming volume on 
‘Strategic Stability in South Asia’. 
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– What are the chances of a nuclear conflict breaking out in South Asia 
after the overt nuclearization of India and Pakistan? 

 
Terminating War on a Favourable Note 
Seen from the perspective of either of the two countries, one of the foremost 
objectives for any war that breaks out in the region would be for both the antagonists 
to attempt ‘to terminate the war on a favourable note’ for their respective sides. 
Being fairly well acquainted with Indian and Pakistani military thinking on this 
subject, I feel that this is a generic enough phrase to be used by most militaries, albeit 
with slightly differing connotations. 
 
What does the usage of this term imply? To me this term and its precise wording has 
its genesis in the growing realization amongst the Pakistani military that in case of 
any future India – Pakistan war, the possibility of either side achieving a clear-cut 
victory or suffering an abject or total defeat is no more a possibility under the current 
'nuclearized' circumstances. Though the gross conventional military imbalance 
initially led to this realization amongst the Pakistan military, the feeling strengthened 
much more after the conduct of nuclear tests by India and Pakistan in May 1998. 
While a clear-cut, decisive or total victory is not conceivable for Pakistan because of 
the vast differential in conventional military capability between India and Pakistan, 
the availability of a viable and credible nuclear capability with Pakistan precludes the 
spectre of an abject Pakistani defeat and thus, a corresponding total victory for India. 
 
Since war termination objectives ‘define the intended manner of conflict 
termination and the required military and diplomatic achievements to obtain 
it’5, it follows that the various aspects of war termination have to be built into the 
planning process that precedes the war. Acceptance of the fact that a clear-cut and 
decisive victory is not possible for either Pakistan or India to achieve leads one to re-
examine the relevance of the phrase ‘terminating the war on a favourable note’. It is 
obvious from the above that the words ‘favourable note’ denote a set of 
circumstances which though falling very slightly on the victory side of the pendulum 
of war, is still well short of a total victory and merely indicates the existence of a 
position or posture of slight advantage for one side which strengthens its negotiating 
position during the post-conflict parleys. To me, this gap between a ‘ending war on a 
favourable note’ and ‘achieving victory in war’ or the line separating these two is 
determined by the ‘nuclear threshold’ of the conventionally weaker adversary since 
this will be the factor that would ultimately inhibit any escalatory movement from the 
stage of terminating hostilities on a ‘favourable note’ towards reaching a position of 
total ‘victory’. 
 
Does the above imply that the South Asian rivals can never again fight a conventional 
military war? Michael Krepon's explanation of the Stability - Instability paradox6 
suggests that the overt nuclearization of the sub-continent has enhanced the strategic 
stability of the region by rendering conventional conflicts ‘unwinnable’ and as such 
not worth the enormous effort and losses that these are liable to cause. Nuclearization, 
                                                 
5 Soucy, Shwedo and Haven, ‘War Termination and Joint Planning’ Joint Forces Quarterly, 
Summer 1995, page 97. 
6 While Krepon and other scholars continue to describe this as the Stability -  Instability Paradox, I tend 
to see it as the Optimist - Pessimist Syndrome wherein deterrence optimists and deterrence pessimists 
pit themselves against each other. 
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I would assert, has limited the extent of flexibility that either of the major players in 
South Asia can exercise while contemplating a conventional war against each other 
and predicting its possible outcome. As such, overt nuclearization of two countries 
could be construed to be an inhibiting factor when considering the possibility of a 
conventional war between them. It follows, therefore, that while India and / or 
Pakistan might be tempted to initiate minor military skirmishes or conflicts7, the 
chances of them waging a full fledged conventional limited war have been rendered 
increasingly remote by the overt nuclearization of their militaries. In some ways, the 
situation in South Asia today is that of a scaled down regional Cold War - similar in 
many ways to the US-Soviet global Cold War that dominated the geopolitics of the 
second half of the previous Century. One must, however, remember that just as in the 
US-Soviet Cold War, sub-limited confrontations or even limited indirect conflicts do 
remain a distinct possibility and the emphasis must be on ensuring that these are not 
permitted to escalate to a stage where either of the sides to the conflict is forced to 
contemplate the employment of nuclear or other weapons of mass destruction. In my 
reckoning, the debate regarding the 'Stability-Instability paradox' could well be 
described as the 'Optimist-Pessimist Syndrome' when nuclear deterrence in the South 
Asian context is studied. 
 
Background 
Since my above assertion might appear to an oversimplification to most readers, allow 
me to elaborate on my line of thinking. Nations or their leaders usually embark on 
wars as a means of achieving certain well-defined objectives. While the achievement 
of the objectives normally indicates a victory, failure to achieve these generally 
signifies a defeat, or at best, a stalemate. It is against all norms of human rationality 
and logical behaviour for someone to embark on an endeavour that he knows is bound 
to a certain failure or a stalemate unless the concerned individual is residing in the 
realm of irrationality or has his / her back to the wall. Moreover, once war objectives 
have been stipulated, wars generally continue till these have been achieved. This facet 
of war was best encapsulated by Abraham Lincoln: 
 

We accept this war for an object – a worthy object - and the war will end when 
that object is attained.  Under God I hope that it will never end until that time.8 

 
This is the situation that now confronts South Asian leaders. While their hyped-up 
domestic public opinion might go along with their decision to wage a war, the leaders 
would be required to show some achievement for it when it is all over. In fact, the 
very survival of the political structure that took the country to war in the first place 
would depend to quite an extent on the outcome of the war. According to Daniel 
Cushing: 
 

‘Eventually political survival becomes an element in war termination.  Unless 
war aims are achieved at the expected cost, which is rare, then a reevaluation 

                                                 
7 India and Pakistan have come close to war on two occasions since they went nuclear; firstly in Kargil 
in 1999 and secondly during the heightened period of military tensions in 2001-2002. In both the 
situations, escalation to a full fledged conventional limited war was precluded, in my reckoning, 
primarily by the availability of nuclear weapons on both sides and the immense international pressures 
on the antagonists to de-escalate. 
8 Major Daniel E. Cushing. Paper titled ‘War Termination and Our Cultural Heritage’ that can be 
accessed on the internet at http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/library/report/1992/CDE.htm.  
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of objectives must occur, normally while the war is going on. Typically this 
reassessment involves a calculation of the survivability of the party in power.  
The increased cost of the war causes a shift in the end game, ultimately 
driving two parallel aims.  Political survival and war termination become so 
intermixed that the original reasons for conflict are often lost’.9 

 
In my opinion, the currently prevailing geopolitical and geo-strategic situation in the 
region precludes any conventional military conflict ever leading to even a semblance 
of a decisive conclusion since the nation that is not doing well in the war would 
overstep its nuclear threshold before any decisive advantage is gained over it by the 
adversary. As evidence one could cite the following facts: 
 

Never since 1945 has any nation resorted to employing nuclear weapons. 
 
Even at the height of the Cold War and its tensest moments, neither any of the 
NATO countries nor any member of the erstwhile Warsaw Pact committed 
any act that could have presumably crossed the other’s nuclear threshold. 
 
Despite the world being a virtual beehive of military conflicts, never have any 
two nuclear capable nations been involved even in a 'direct' conventional 
military conflict for almost six decades. 
 
The Kargil conflict and the subsequent period of Indo-Pak military tensions in 
2002 are two examples of a conventional stalemate that, in my opinion, did 
not escalate into even limited conventional wars because of the fear of nuclear 
escalation10. In fact, when one looks back at Operation Gibraltar launched by 
Pakistan in September 1965, it could well be argued that had India and 
Pakistan both been nuclear then, Operation Gibraltar could well have fizzled 
out without escalating into a limited conflict as actually happened. 
 
From the Indian stand point, the objectives of any future war with Pakistan 
must focus on achieving the maximum possible degree of capitulation of 
Pakistan without violating the latter’s nuclear threshold since if this is allowed 
to happen, massive destruction on both sides would preclude any chances of 
victory by either. 

 
Coming back to the phrase ‘war termination on a favourable note’, I feel that this 
innocuous looking string of words embodies an entire world of meaning and 
interpretations inside it that I would now attempt to elaborate: 
 

Firstly, considering that there are two adversaries involved in a military 
conflict, it automatically follows that if the war is ending on a favourable note 
for one then it has to ending on an unfavourable note for the other. I cannot 

                                                 
9 Cushing, op. cit. 
10 The author was himself closely involved in both these events. During the Kargil conflict, he was the 
Base Commander of the Pakistan Air Force Base at Skardu while during the period of escalated 
tensions in 2002, he was serving as the Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Operations) of the Pakistan Air 
Force. In this assignment, he oversaw the entire process of deployment and response plans of the 
Pakistan Air Force and even presented the same to President Pervez Musharraf. 
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envisage or imagine a situation where the termination of a war is equally and 
simultaneously advantageous as well as acceptable for both the antagonists. 
 
Secondly, the use of the word ‘favourable note’ in one’s war objectives by 
itself denotes the admission of an element of defeat since wars are usually 
fought for the achievement of defined objectives. As such, it would be 
generally the militarily weaker of the two sides which could be expected to 
use this phrase. In the South Asian scenario, this weaker stance and position 
applies to Pakistan and not to India since the latter is substantially superior in 
conventional military capability than the former. As such, while Pakistan’s 
military planners and leadership might be satisfied with terminating a war 
against a more powerful India on a favourable note, the Indian side would 
have to plan and aim for a victory, with even a stalemate just not being 
acceptable to them. As mentioned earlier, however, Indian military planners 
would have to scale down the nature of this ‘victory’ to a set of advantageous 
circumstances that can be achieved without overstepping Pakistan’s perceived 
nuclear threshold. 

 
The phrase ‘favourable note’ has an in-built elasticity within it. While a 
favourable note might mean ‘victory’ when viewed from the Indian 
perspective, to the Pakistanis it might signify a situation of just a slight 
advantage, even at the tactical level. Movement within these two extremes of 
elasticity would essentially be determined by the comparative conventional 
military potential of the adversaries. Although this might appear a bit far-
fetched to some, I contend that in any future India-Pakistan conventional war, 
if the Indian gains are not serious enough to make Pakistan cross its nuclear 
threshold by the time that the war ends then it could well signify that Pakistan 
has managed to end the war on a favourable note since it has been able to 
force the Indians to a stalemate in the conventional realm without suffering 
any significant losses. Pakistan’s aim in any such war, therefore, would 
commence with the imperative to force the Indians to a conventional stalemate 
or a no-win no-loss situation before the nuclear level is reached. Considering 
the immense global pressure that both India and Pakistan would be under to 
cease hostilities during any future war, the time available to India to achieve 
the slight advantage that it seeks before overstepping Pakistan’s nuclear 
threshold will be minimal. This would not only make the conflict very short 
but could also necessitate India planning to go full bore right from the outset. 
 
As mentioned earlier, the use of this phrase in routine discussions and 
presentations by the Pakistan military denotes a certain degree of pessimism 
that is a fall-out of their conventional military inferiority vis-à-vis India. It is 
this sense of apprehension that has directly motivated the Pakistani pursuit of 
nuclear military capability and still continues to sustain her ambitious nuclear 
development plans. 
 
For a country such as Pakistan that suffers from a significant conventional 
military disadvantage, the obvious recourse to correcting a gross conventional 
military imbalance is to rely more and more on its nuclear capability. This is 
why in the face of the growing Indian conventional might, Pakistan’s ‘nuclear 
threshold’ would be correspondingly reducing while her nuclear arsenal 
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continues to grow in size and capability. Referring back to how I had defined 
nuclear threshold above, this means that from the Indian perspective, the 
margin between them terminating a war on a favourable note and them 
achieving total victory in it is also simultaneously reducing. This would 
directly impinge on the operational flexibility that Indian military leadership 
would be able to exercise in any conventional war with Pakistan. 

 
The most obvious manifestation of this accepted weakness is the fact that 
Pakistan, unlike India, has reserved the right of 'first use' of nuclear 
weapons.11 Pakistan’s leadership are fully aware that being militarily weaker 
in the conventional realm, they are far more likely than India to reach their 
nuclear threshold earlier and as such cannot under any circumstances 
subscribe to the option of ‘no first use’ as India has stated in her draft nuclear 
doctrine. Although Pakistan also espouses the desire of possessing a triad-
based nuclear force, it currently just has the potential of using either manned 
aircraft or surface-to-surface ballistic missiles for delivering nuclear warheads, 
with the third leg of the triad still being developed. It is precisely this 
realization that Pakistan would be most probably be the first one to resort to 
employing nuclear weapons using her two-dimensional nuclear potential that 
has motivated India’s quest for anti-ballistic missile systems such as the 
Russian Su-300 / Israeli Arrow-212 and the Phalcon AEW13 that she is 
desirous of inducting as soon as possible. While the former would serve to 
provide an element of defence against Pakistan’s ballistic nuclear-tipped 
SSMs, the latter would pose a strong defence against any efforts of the 
Pakistan Air Force to deliver nuclear weapons, by interdicting these aircraft 
while these are en 14route to their targets.  

                                                

 
From the foregoing it emerges that it is imperative for Pakistani and Indian military 
planners to figure in each other’s respective nuclear threshold into their operational 
war plans so as to arrive at an estimation of how far they can afford to go in war as 
regards the impact on the other. This begs the question – how to determine the 
adversary’s nuclear threshold?  
 
Nuclear Deterrence and South Asia 
 
In simple terms ‘nuclear threshold’ is that point in a military conflict where one of the 
two antagonists feels that the war is not going well for his side and is forced to 

 
11 While the draft Indian Nuclear Doctrine specifies that India would adhere to the concept of ‘no first 
use’, statements of various Pakistani leaders have indicated that Pakistan will not be adhering to it and 
will not forego its right of nuclear first use. To me this appears to be a requirement necessitated by the 
gross conventional asymmetry that Pakistan is confronted with. 
12 Air Commodore (Retired) Tariq Mahmud Ashraf, ‘India’s quest for a Defence Shield – 
Acquisition of Green Pine radar and Arrow-2 ABM System’ published in Defence Journal, 
Karachi, Pakistan, May 2004. 
13 Air Commodore (Retired) Tariq Mahmud Ashraf, ‘IAF’s Acquisition of Phalcon AEW: A 
paradigm shift in South Asian air power scenario’ published in Defence Journal Karachi, Pakistan, 
December 2003. 
14 India announced an agreement for the purchase of three IL-76 mounted Phalcon AEW radar systems 
from Israel in October 2003 and the deal worth US $ 1 billion was signed on 5 March 2004 with 
deliveries expected 44 months after the initial payments are made by the Indian Government. The daily 
Dawn newspaper, Pakistan 06 March 2004, page 16. As to the Indian quest for the Arrow-2 ABM 
system, the transfer of this weapon system from Israel to India still awaits US Government approval. 
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contemplate an escalatory transition from the conventional to the nuclear realm. In 
South Asia, this could be linked with the course or set of circumstances during a war 
with India that could lead to Pakistan resorting to a ‘nuclear first use’. In my 
reckoning, a nuclear threshold does not really apply to India since Pakistan does not 
currently possess the conventional potential to force India’s reaching a point where 
she is forced to employ her nuclear weapons.  
 
Almost all students of military affairs and inter-nation conflicts agree that nuclear 
weapons are essentially weapons of deterrence. While I entirely endorse this 
definition of nuclear weapons, I interpret it slightly differently when focusing 
specifically on the South Asian region. In my reckoning, from the Pakistani 
perspective, nuclear weapons are not meant to only deter the onset of a war but rather 
these are weapons that are also required for deterring and possibly averting an abject 
defeat. 
 
Deterrence in South Asian environment has to be viewed as a two-tiered concept, 
especially from Pakistan’s perspective. The massive and almost decisive conventional 
asymmetry that confronts Pakistan could lead it to view its deterrence policy 
according to the following requirements:- 
 

First and foremost, the purpose of Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal is to preclude the 
possibility of India embarking on any military adventure against it, even if it is 
limited to a purely conventional conflict. This is the traditional form of 
deterrence that this world has witnessed earlier also. By fielding a credible 
nuclear force, Pakistan wants to deter the initiation of any military operations 
by India on the basis of her established nuclear capability that is liable to be 
employed if India not does abstain from embarking on military operations 
against it. From this perspective, Pakistan’s nuclear deterrence could be 
classified as an instrument for deterring conventional war. Pakistan's military 
thinking could be summed up by saying that she would project her nuclear 
arsenal to convince India of the futility of embarking on a full fledged 
conventional war against her by insinuating that the availability of nuclear 
weapons with Pakistan obviates the possibility of the Indian military achieving 
any significant objectives during a conventional limited war. 
 
The second tier of Pakistan’s deterrence will come into play once hostilities 
have broken out between the two countries and the war is not going well for 
Pakistan. In this situation, with its back to the wall, Pakistan could be forced to 
employ the nuclear weapons as a weapon of last resort to forestall an 
imminent scenario of abject defeat. The objective here would be for Pakistan 
to threaten India with its use of the nuclear weapons unless that war is brought 
to an abrupt and complete stop. This would be a really desperate situation 
from the Pakistani viewpoint that could well justify the employment of nuclear 
weapons against India. In order to keep the Indians guessing, it can be 
expected that Pakistan would intentionally maintain an element of ambiguity 
about her 'nuclear threshold' while simultaneously ensuring that it is taken into 
consideration in the preparation of its war plans. 

 
Conversely, India’s nuclear deterrence, unlike Pakistan’s, is not aimed at preventing 
conventional war. Rather, it is designed to avert the Pakistani usage of the nuclear 
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weapons. This indicates that while Pakistan’s nuclear wherewithal is aimed at 
preventing a conventional war, India’s is designed to prevent a nuclear exchange. This 
is a significant difference between the deterrence philosophies of the two South Asian 
nations that must be taken into account. From this it also flows that while Pakistan’s 
nuclear prowess has more of a 'first use' connotation, India’s nuclear arsenal is 
designed more as a second strike or retaliatory option and the draft Indian nuclear 
doctrine more than amply elucidates these two aspects.15 
 

The fundamental purpose of Indian nuclear weapons is to deter the use and 
threat of use of nuclear weapons by any State or entity against India and its 
forces. 
 
India shall pursue a doctrine of credible minimum nuclear deterrence. In this 
policy of ‘retaliation only’, the survivability of our arsenal is critical. 

 
This stark difference between the nuclear philosophies of India and Pakistan 
highlights the point that while Pakistan’s nuclear potential is contributing to the 
maintenance of conventional stability in South Asia, that of India is essentially 
instrumental in the maintenance of nuclear stability in the region. While the former is 
aimed at preventing the break-out of a conventional war, the latter serves to dissuade 
both the countries from going nuclear. This difference in the nuclear philosophies of 
India and Pakistan would figure very prominently in any future military conflict in 
South Asia. The comparative nuclear deterrence philosophies of India and Pakistan 
are illustrated in Table 1 below: 
 
 
Country Doctrinal Aim End-Objective 
India Prevent any nuclear weapons employment 

against it by threatening severe retaliation 
Avert a nuclear exchange 

Pakistan Prevent a conventional war by implying 
that her low nuclear threshold might 
warrant an early recourse to the nuclear 
weapon 

Avert a conventional war 
and if breaks out, force a 
conclusion of the hostilities 
before the Indian 
advantage reaches a 
decisive stage 

 
Table 1: Comparative Nuclear Deterrence Philosophies: India and Pakistan 

 
Nuclear Weapons Employment in South Asia16 
An analysis of the nuclear deterrence philosophies of the South Asian nuclear 
neighbours as depicted above should facilitate us in moving forward towards an 
objective evaluation of the nuclear weapons employment doctrines of Pakistan and 
India. 
 

                                                 
15 Please refer to paragraphs 9 and 10 of the draft Indian Nuclear Doctrine released by the Indian 
Government. 
16 Please see Air Commodore (Retired) Tariq Mahmud Ashraf, ‘Nuclearization, the Changing 
Nature of Warfare and Future Indo-Pak Wars’ published in ‘Shaheen’ – the quarterly journal of the 
Pakistan Air Force, September 2002. 
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Keeping in mind the retaliatory / response undertones of Indian nuclear doctrine and 
policy, the only situation that could warrant an Indian recourse to nuclear weapons 
would be a nuclear or strategic strike by Pakistan. In this scenario, the Indian 
Government would be left with no choice other than to go nuclear. The sequence of 
events of such a nuclear war scenario in South Asia involving usage of nuclear 
weapons by both the adversaries could unfold thus: 
 

Based on Pakistan’s continued support to the insurgency inside Indian 
Occupied Kashmir, India opts to start a low intensity campaign confined 
geographically to Kashmir with a view to blocking all possible infiltration 
routes. 
 
Indian Army operations in the vicinity of the Line of Control bring them in 
contact with the Pakistan Army and small-scale skirmishes and incidents 
occur, which blossom over days into a full-fledged fire-fight between the two 
armies. 
 
Pakistan threatens usage of nuclear weapons but Indian troops continue with 
their operations. International community pressures mount on both India and 
Pakistan to desist from continuing military operations. 
 
With the Indian Army poised to overrun a key feature in Azad Jammu and 
Kashmir the capture of which could sever Pakistan’s link with Azad Jammu 
And Kashmir, Pakistan opts to go for a nuclear first strike against a major 
Indian city. 
 
India is forced to retaliate and responds in kind by launching a nuclear attack 
against a major Pakistani city. 

 
The comparative nuclear employment philosophies of India and Pakistan are depicted 
in Table 2 below: 
 

Country Scenario Employment 
Philosophy 

Concept of 
Employment 

India Nuclear weapons 
employment in response to a 
Pakistani nuclear / strategic 
strike 

Weapon of 
response 

Retaliatory 

Pakistan Threaten to employ nuclear 
weapons in an attempt to 
avert break-out of a 
conventional military 
conflict 

Weapon of 
threat 
(deterrence) 

First Use 

  To be employed to avoid a 
conventional war terminating 
on very unfavourable terms 
(defeat) 

Weapon of 
last resort 
(national 
survival) 

First Use 

 
Table 2: Comparative Nuclear Employment Philosophies: India and Pakistan 
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Scary though it might be, the above scenario does depict one of the possible set of 
circumstances that could lead to the sub-continent being engulfed in a nuclear war. In 
order to evaluate this train of events, one has to pick out the key events in its 
progression: 
 

Commencement of a Limited Conventional Campaign by India. The train 
of events is set in motion by India opting to commence a limited intensity 
campaign disregarding the threat of a Pakistani first use of her nuclear 
weapons possibly on the premise that the limited end-objectives of this 
campaign would not warrant crossing of Pakistan’s nuclear threshold. It is 
quite possible that India's hand could be forced into doing this by an increased 
involvement of Pakistan in the Kashmir uprising Planning for this phase of 
operations has to be very carefully articulated keeping mind the perceived 
nuclear threshold of Pakistan and would have to be integrated with a massive 
media campaign aimed at convincing not only the domestic populace but also 
the entire global community that India’s hand was forced by the prevailing 
situation and the adoption of a military option being warranted, India was 
justified in adopting this extreme course of action. India would also have to 
ensure that the objectives stipulated by it for the military offensive are so 
limited in nature and magnitude that these preclude any overstepping of 
Pakistan’s nuclear threshold. 
 
Having been unable to deter India from embarking on a conventional conflict, 
Pakistan must follow a two-pronged strategy – a diplomatic offensive aimed at 
heightening the concern of the international community simultaneously with 
the adoption of a higher state of readiness of its nuclear forces. The second 
step will signify Pakistan’s resolve not only to India but also to the other 
interested parties of the world. 
 
India’s persistence to violate Pakistan’s nuclear threshold17 and a nuclear 
strike by Pakistan. If India does not get dissuaded by the danger and 
possibility of a Pakistani nuclear first strike and continues the conventional 
conflict, this might put Pakistan in a corner with no option but to go nuclear. 
In this extreme option also, Pakistan must first take the major global powers 
into confidence and if considered feasible, even warn India of the impending 
consequences of a nuclear strike against one of her major cities. Apart from 
conveying the required message to the Indian government and the entire 
world, this might also allow some of the population of the major Indian cities 
to move out of their city homes into the neighbouring country-side thus 

                                                 
17 Perhaps the most widely quoted statement of a Pakistani official on the issue of nuclear thresholds 
surfaced after an interview that Lt. Gen. Kidwai, the Director General of the Strategic Plans Division 
gave to a group of Italian social scientists. In this statement, General Kidwai was quoted as having said, 
It is well known that Pakistan does not have a "No First Use Policy". Pakistani nuclear weapons will be 
used, according to Gen. Kidwai, only “if the very existence of Pakistan as a state is at stake”. This 
has been detailed by Gen. Kidwai as follows: "Nuclear weapons are aimed solely at India. In case that 
deterrence fails, they will be used if: 

a. India attacks Pakistan and conquers a large part of its territory (space threshold) 
b. India destroys a large part either of its land or air forces (military threshold) 
c.  India proceeds to the economic strangling of Pakistan (economic strangling) 
d.  India pushes Pakistan into political destabilization or creates a large scale internal 

subversion in Pakistan (domestic destabilization) 
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reducing the number of possible casualties. Having taken this decision, the 
Pakistan Government must also simultaneously start preparing for an Indian 
retaliatory nuclear strike against one or more of her major metropolitan centres 
and take all steps to minimize the casualties. 
 
Nature of Pakistan’s First strike. Pakistan could adopt the following 
possible courses of action after having been forced to go nuclear: 
 

A Nuclear Warning Shot. A tactical counter-force strike aimed at 
exhibiting resolve while ensuring that the collateral casualties and 
damage are reduced to the minimum. While such a counter-force strike 
might not be possible in the densely populated plains of Punjab, it 
could possibly be contemplated in the deserts of Central Punjab and 
Sindh. The danger to own forces, however, is likely to preclude the 
adoption of this option. Another military target which could be 
targeted during such a counter-value strike could be Indian Navy 
vessels that are at high sea and are located by Pakistan Navy’s 
maritime patrol aircraft or other available means. While any major 
surface-going Indian Navy warship could be selected for this sort of an 
attack, the biggest prize would be one of the Indian Navy’s aircraft 
carriers. Being purely aimed at a military target, such a strike could 
well be explained by Pakistan as a justifiable act of war and might not 
warrant or precipitate a nuclear retaliation by India. This would 
constitute the lowest rung of nuclear escalation from the Pakistani 
viewpoint and would also indicate that the Pakistan Government has 
not yet reached the limit of its desperation regarding the outcome of 
the war. As such, this sort of a counter-force first strike could well 
amount to a demonstration of resolve through a ‘nuclear warning shot’. 
 
Massive First Strike against Counter-Value Targets. Pakistan could 
be expected to resort to this option if the situation of the war has 
become really desperate and Pakistan is fearful for its very survival or 
existence as an independent and sovereign country. The obvious target 
selection list would include major Indian cities, preferably those that 
can be reached by Pakistan’s nuclear delivery aircraft as well as her 
surface-to-surface ballistic missiles. This is important since this being 
the ‘last shot’ that it might ever fire, Pakistan would have to ensure that 
this effort succeeds. One of the obvious measures to ensure a high 
degree of success would be to mount a simultaneous aircraft and 
missile attack so as to cater for the interception and destruction of 
some of these assets by Indian’s defence systems. While some analysts 
feel that Pakistan would just target one odd Indian city, I feel 
convinced that due to the ‘last ditch’ nature of this attack and also due 
to the fear of the massive punitive retaliation that India could, and 
would resort to, Pakistan could also attack several Indian cities 
simultaneously in anticipation of the massive Indian retaliation. The 
only rationale, warped though it might appear to some, that I can 
forward for this massive counter-value first strike is based on the 
following factors: 
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Pakistan would only go nuclear when it is convinced of an 
abject defeat. 
 
Realization of the fact that India possesses a significant nuclear 
weapons arsenal along with the requisite delivery capability is 
enough to convince Pakistani leadership that India would 
retaliate in a massive manner to any nuclear first strike against 
her cities. 
 
The ‘nuclear first use’ might be the only opportunity available 
to Pakistan to employ nuclear weapons in order to bring the 
unfavourable progression of the conventional war to a quick 
and immediate end. Due to the massive nature of the expected 
Indian response to it, Pakistan might not have another 
opportunity of employing her nuclear arsenal to bring the war 
to an abrupt end. 
 
In the face of the expected massive Indian retaliation and the 
fact that Pakistan would not get another opportunity, her 
leadership could be induced to increase the quantum and spread 
of this strike by simultaneously targeting as many Indian cities 
as possible. 

 
Retaliatory Nuclear Strike by India. Any counter-value nuclear strike by 
Pakistan against India is bound to force India’s hand also to respond in kind 
and I do not think that it would be possible for any amount of international 
pressure to dissuade the Indian Government from following suit. 
 

Limitations on the Conduct of Conventional Military Operations 
The advent of nuclear weapons has imposed restrictions on the uninhibited use of 
conventional military force in South Asia. In my opinion, Pakistani and Indian 
military planners would have to adhere to the following constraints and limitations 
while planning conventional military operations against each other: 
 

Pakistan 
It would be in Pakistan’s national interest to define her nuclear threshold and 
disseminate that selectively internally within its military while keeping it 
under a cloud of ambiguity as regards the Indian military. 
 
Till such a time that the gross conventional disparity existing between the 
militaries of the two countries is corrected, Pakistan’s military should focus on 
and plan for an effectively defensive military strategy. This means that 
Pakistan's overall military posture would be one of 'Strategic Defence and 
Tactical Offense'. 
 
The possibility of the Indian Army’s offensive formations being positioned 
close to the international border18 would impinge on the early warning that the 

                                                 
18 The possibility of the Indian Army's offensive strike formations being positioned close to the 
international borders even during peace time is a distinct possibility in the light of the Indian Army's 
Cold Start Doctrine. For more details, readers are requested to read the author's article titled 'Doctrinal 
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Pakistan Army is normally used to. This would require the defensive 
formations of the Pakistan Army to be kept at a high enough state of readiness 
at all times. 
 
Pakistan could endeavour to create an impression and perception amongst the 
Indian leadership about its nuclear threshold being low since such a perception 
would serve to dissuade India from embarking on any conventional military 
operation against Pakistan. One possible means of sending out a danger signal 
not only to India but also to the rest of the world could be by raising the level 
of readiness of Pakistan's strategic nuclear forces. 

 
India  
Indian military planners must consider the perceived nuclear threshold of 
Pakistan and ensure that this figures prominently in all their war plans. 
 
The immediate war aims of India should remain within the tactical spectrum 
as regards the impact on Pakistan. 
 
Due to intense international pressures to bring the conflict / war to an early 
end, the Indian military must strive for immediate results. 
 
The imperative of achieving swift results might necessitate the Indian Army’s 
offensive formations being provided with a high degree of mobility and being 
stationed in close proximity of the international border even during peace 
time19. 
 
It would be in Indian interest to attempt to dispel Pakistan's perception of 
gross conventional inferiority since this could be expected to increase 
Pakistan's nuclear threshold. 

 
Conclusion 
 
The contents of this paper have essentially been focussed on answering the two basic 
questions that I had set out to answer in the beginning – has nuclearization enhanced 
strategic stability is South Asia by rendering conventional wars unwinnable, and what 
are the chances of a nuclear showdown in the region now that both the main adversary 
countries are overtly nuclear? My endeavour has been focussed on illustrating that not 
only has nuclearization enhanced the level of strategic stability that exists in South 
Asia but it has also significantly reduced the chances of an all-out conventional war 
between India and Pakistan. 
 
As depicted in the above scenario, the chain of events commences with a limited 
conventional campaign by India that oversteps Pakistan’s nuclear threshold, forces 
Pakistan’s hand at going nuclear and results in a similar India response. This set of 
circumstances can be divided into four distinct set of events and my objective in this 
paper has been to indicate that while the first step is a distinct possibility, any 
                                                                                                                                            
Re-awakening of the Indian Armed Forces' which was published in the US Army's Military Review 
in Nov-Dec 2004 and can be downloaded from 
http://usacac.army.mil/cac/milreview/download/English/NovDec04/ashraf.pdf.  
19 Ibid. 
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progression beyond that lies merely in the realms of imagination since the danger of a 
nuclear exchange should preclude anyone but the most irrational of leaders from 
venturing beyond it. It can therefore, be concluded that the overt nuclearization of 
India and Pakistan in the volatile South Asian region has ushered in an era of 
enhanced strategic stability in South Asia by making conventional conflicts 
unwinnable and as such not worth embarking upon, either by Pakistan or by India. 
Readers could well classify me as a deterrence optimist, but I am convinced that what 
we are confronted with in South Asia now is a 'Regional Cold War' which is similar in 
some ways but different in others to the global Cold War that not only characterized 
but also shaped and dominated the relationship between the United States and the 
Soviet Union for almost half a Century.  
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